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This note brings together insights concerning the medieval ethnonym (people-name) Francois
[sic] from a range of sources with a view to examining the linguistic, cultural, and political development of an early 'French' identity. After a preliminary consideration of semantic range and etymology, I explore the ethno-linguistic uses of Francois both as an exonym (a name applied to a group or people by outsiders) and an autonym (a name a group or people apply to themselves The sartorial and linguistic cross-dressing that Cligés brings into play re-enacts generational and rhetorical antecedents which Chrétien amplifies in Cligés both in translation and translatio. Table' ). The full story emerges as the context of the Franks' cross-cultural contact not only with their Byzantine and Muslim but also with their British counterparts come into play. All in all, in the Middle Ages the ethnonym Francois had a polyvalence which it has retained despite its modern national and geographical specificity, for to be French remains relative and continues to be a question of international and cross-cultural debate. 
